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The 8 Evidence-Based Principles:
The Principles of Effective Intervention

EPICS Defines
4th Principle

Skill Training with Directed Practice
is the fourth principle of the EvidenceBased Principles for Effective Intervention
in Community Corrections. This principle
provides evidence-based programming that
emphasizes role playing and guided practice.
To successfully deliver this treatment to
offenders, staff must understand antisocial
thinking, social learning, and appropriate
communication techniques.
The University of Cincinnati developed
a practice model, Effective Practices in
Community
Supervision
(EPICS),
that
encompasses all of the components of skill
training with directed practices. In the fall of
2008, DJJ staff were introduced to EPICS when
Edward Latessa, Ph.D., Dean of the University
of Cincinnati Center for Criminal Justice
Research (UCCI), served as keynote speaker at
the Virginia Juvenile Justice Association’s Fall
Institute. After this introduction to EPICS,
the 2nd, 4th, 12th and 13th Court Service
Units secured grants and UCCI trained staff to
deliver EPICS.
In 2018, DJJ’s Practice Improvement and
Services Unit initiated the rollout of EPICS
training statewide. The training is conducted
by UCCI. Staff receive three days of training
and five coaching sessions online. After the
completion of each training offering, DJJ’s
Practice Improvement Coaches provide ongoing
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Green: EPICS Is A Big
Answer To DJJ’s ‘Why’

Stephanie
Green
recently became DJJ’s
Practice Improvement
Supervisor, a position
that supervises five
Regional
Practice
Improvement Coaches.
Ms. Green graduated
from The College of
William and Mary in
1993 with bachelor’s
degree in sociology.
Green
She started with DJJ as an Office Service
Specialist in 1999 at CSU 13–Richmond
and also worked for Family Preservation
Services as a private provider.
After working for a time as a Probation
Office at CSU 11–Petersburg in 2002 she
transitioned to the VJCCCA program in
Petersburg as a senior officer for the First
Time Offender Program and ultimately
became the program administrator. In
2006, she became supervisor of CSU 13’s
investigative unit, overseeing staff who
wrote social histories, handled diversion
caseloads and case management. She was
introduced to YASI in 2007 and later EPICS.
In 2013, she was promoted to Probation
Supervisor to better utilize EPICS-related
skills and coaching. In 2017, she became
the Practice Improvement Coach for the
Southern Region.
Stephanie says she has always had
a desire to work in the criminal justice

(See “Green,” page 5)

quality assurance services and conduct
EPICS “booster sessions” statewide. Within
the past two years, each CSU has developed
and implemented EPICS sustainability
plans to ensure that EPICS is delivered
to probation and parole supervision youth.
Currently, each CSU has internal coaches
that provide reinforcement practices to
staff members. Across the Commonwealth,
CSUs have developed creative ways to
implement and sustain the practice of
providing evidence-based programming that
emphasizes cognitive-behavioral strategies
and is delivered by well-trained staff.

CSU 13 – Richmond EPICS co-lead coach Chip Montgomery and Senior
Probation Officer Heather Moreno in CSU 13’s “EPICSenter.”

How It’s Working In The Field
CSU 2 – Virginia Beach

During the pandemic, the
EASTERN CSU 2 is using EPICS peer
coaches to model skills. The
REGION
coaching sessions are prerecorded and focused on role clarification.

CSU 7 – Newport News
A CSU 7 probation supervisor created an
online Kahootz interactive game that assist
staff with the utilization of the behavior chain.
Interventions are given the highest scoring staff.
CSU 7 EPICS team, outer circle, clockwise, from
top: Kelly Rummel, Deputy Director; Alda Barnett,
Diagnostic Worker; Tracy Keaton-Johnson, Senior
Parole Officer; Gregory Heyward, Parole Supervisor;
Emily Thomas, Probation Supervisor; Valencia Best,
Diagnostic Worker; Tara Wright, Parole Officer;
Kathleen Scott, Probation Officer; Elizabeth Hiner,
Diagnostic Supervisor; D’Jaris Smith, Probation
Officer. Insets: CSU 7’s internal EPICS coaches are
Senior Probation Officer Michelle Burroughs Vanhook,
top; Probation Officer Danielle Wright, lower left, and
and Supervisor Shannon Byrd.

CSU 9–Williamsburg

Call

Wright

Heath

EASTERN

The 9th CSU continues to convene
REGION
EPICS learning teams, coaching
sessions, youth EPICS contacts
virtually. Bruce Call, EPICS lead, internal coaches Joseph
Wright and John Heath and Central Region Practice
Improvement Coach Lesley Hull work in partnership.

CSU 15 – Fredericksburg

CSU 24–Lynchburg

CSU 15 focuses on improving staff motivational
interviewing skills through a partnership with
the National Counseling Group. Natasha Cheek,
EPICS lead, e-mails “EPICS Tips” and places the
tips in an EPICS Resource Center folder on the
unit’s shared drive.

EPICS lead Ayonna Harris sends helpful tips
to staff by e-mail to increase staff proficiency and
encourage staff to use the EPICS model. Staff
have participated in multiple EPICS booster
sessions virtually during the pandemic.

CSU 16 – Charlottesville

EPICS
lead,
Deputy
Director
Christa
Galleo,
e-mails EPICS intervention
and
skill-building
tips
monthly to staff, and hosts a
weekly webinar to promote
and inspire staff creativity.
Each CSU 16 office maintains
an EPICS bulletin board and
EPICS station. All state cars are equipped with
mobile EPICS packets.

CSU 25–Staunton

CSU 25 continues to
embrace the EPICS model
in the pandemic era. Shirley
Thompson,
EPICS
lead,
provides staff an opportunity
to participate in EPICS-related
exercises during monthly unit
meetings. The unit has created
Shirley Thompson
EPICS meeting spaces in
branch offices. The meeting spaces are set up to
provide social distancing for staff and youth.

CSU 17–Arlington
CSU 17 reinforces staff’s
use of interventions and NORTHERN
incentives. The incentives
REGION
are
reinforcement
aids,
but continue to support the “why” behind the
need to use interventions, as well as promote
collaboration and some healthy competition.
The unit convenes EPICS learning teams twice
a month.

CSU 18–Alexandria

During the COVID-19 era, CSU 18 has used
video/Facetime to engage clients in EPICS
interventions. Staff have had contact with clients
where social distancing could be maintained,
delivering the EPICS four-part contact structure
in outdoor settings such as courtyards, back
yards, local parks and community recreation
centers.

Fairfax JDRDC / CSU 19 – Fairfax

Fairfax County’s Juvenile Domestic Relations
District Court (JDRDC) has implemented an
EPICS workflow to assist all EPICS users in the
agency. Staff are notified through the workflow
when an EPICS tape is due and e-mail reminders
are automatically sent out at 10-day and 5-day
intervals prior to the due date. The probation

JDRDC’s EPICS tape submission form

officer uploads an EPICS tape to the system and
an online version of the EPICS Coach Rating
Form is created. The workflow system also
creates a PDF version of the completed form
and e-mails it to the coach and probation officer
to review.

CSU 20W–Warrenton
Probation Officer Maddie
Howard has excelled in
EPICS interventions with
the youth on her caseload
during COVID-19.
Maddie
uses various video platforms
to explain and conduct EPICS
Maddie Howard
interventions.
She sends
youth additional practice materials through
text or e-mail. She creates enthusiasm in her
clients, setting the stage for change.

CSU 12–Chesterfield

CSU 12 convenes monthly
EPICS booster sessions. Staff SOUTHERN
practice interventions three
REGION
times to ensure mastery before
moving on to the next topic. EPICS peer coaches
have been identified to assist with improving
staff proficiency.

CSU 13–Richmond

CSU 20L–Loudoun

CSU
20L
has
made
adjustments
during
the
pandemic to ensure the safety
of the staff and clients when
using EPICS interventions.
Staff routinely use Facetime,
phone calls, and are now in
CSU 20L Supervisor
the process of implementing
Kim Keller displays
personalized team Go To Meeting to deliver the
T-shirt.
interventions. Director Ira
Holland and Assistant Director Laura CaldwellAden continue to support staff and encourage
creativity while using the EPICS model.

CSU 26–Winchester

From left: Parole Officer Dante Evans, and co-lead EPICS Coaches
Chip Montgomery, Probation Supervisor, and Heather Moreno,
Senior Probation Officer, lead a “Family Feud” competition.

CSU 13 staff have developed an EPICS
Resource Center for self-guided learning. Each
staff member is invited to “Get On Board” and
obtain materials that they can add to their
EPICS Resource Library. The unit has created
an innovative and fun way to teach EPICS
principles. The unit engages in a “Family
Feud” EPICS competition to test staff EPICS
competencies.

CSU 14–Henrico

Ashleigh Marsten, left, and Erin Casarotti

Probation Officers Ashleigh Marsten and
Erin Casarotti use EPICS “skill cards” with their
Probation Officer Rasheeda Corbitt of CSU 14.
clients during the pandemic. They continue to
provide EPICS interventions to their clients by
The 14th CSU convenes monthly EPICS
way of multiple virtual technologies. Staff take booster sessions. Staff prominently displays
pictures of the skill cards and send the pictures “feelings” charts and poster-sized skill steps in
to youth by e-mail or scan.
their offices.

Remoteness Still A Challenge For Western Region CSUs
Since
the
pandemic
WESTERN
begin, Western Region staff
are using iPads, cell phones
REGION
and other devices to deliver
EPICS to youth. Staff mail copies of skill cards,
behavior Chains, cost benefit analysis and
problem solving worksheets to prepare youth for
EPICS sessions.

CSU 21–Martinsville

Doug Garvey, left, and Joshua Vaught
During the pandemic shutdown, 21st
CSU Supervisor Holly Johnson and Rachel CSU 27 – Pulaski (and Wythe Office)
Kancherla, Probation Officer Senior, continue
Doug Garvey, CSU 27’s recently retired
to review, practice EPICS interventions and
EPICS lead coach, scheduled monthly meetings
convene monthly intervention staff meetings.
with staff to review, coach and give feedback
regarding EPICS intervention audiotaped
submissions. Last May, the University of
Rachel
Cincinnati launched a pilot project offering free
Kancherla,
EPICS technical assistance calls. Staff completed
left, and Holly
more than 20 calls, with Intake Officer Joshua
Johnson
Vaught completing a technical assistance call in
each of the eight subject matters offered.

Training Continues
During Pandemic

Practice Improvement Coaches meet virtually
during pandemic.

Green

(Continued from Page 1)

system. “I was honored and a little nervous
to be so involved in something that was both
progressive and somewhat controversial. The
old way of things was being shaken up and
people were not very receptive to it. I see now
that this is the way of all change–it causes’

During the pandemic, the Practice
Improvement and Services Unit developed a
series of weekly webinars for staff beginning
with “Maintaining Purpose and Connection
During a Time of Social Distancing.” The unit
has delivered more than 30 webinars with
nearly 5,000 registered participants.
The Practice Improvement and Services Unit
includes Beth Stinnett, Unit Manager; Stephanie
Green, Supervisor; and five Practice Improvement
Coaches: Katherine Farmer, Northern Region;
Patrice Gates, Eastern Region; Angela Hiatt,
Western Region; Lesley Hull, Central Region;
and Capria Pinkney, Southern Region.
strong reaction. I also see now how the act of
structuring our appointments, teaching our
youth something that will help them along the
way, and making sure that every client receives
the same equitable treatment is what we need
to be doing to reach our WHY.”

